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We are in a time right now where we are seeing the weaknesses of our current
ecosystem. A lot of money is lost through gambling, which the real economy has to earn
again.
Inflation, climate problems, social tensions and concentration of power lead to inflation,
social discord, war and refugee flows.
In principle, the market economy is a good system, unfortunately, it is increasingly
determined by the pursuit of power and gambling, social and ecological behavior is
classified at cost, although they are actually economic values.
A decentralized market economy ecosystem based on blockchain and smart
contracts like DECENOMY can create sustainable solutions.
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INTRODUCTION
Currently, with any form of money, there is the problem of how to tie it to real values.
Here, the first question is what is a real value?
Currently, governments and banks can create money
quite unregulated, which leads to the fact that there is
much more money than goods and services. This means
that we cannot actually buy anything for a large part of
our money.
Very quickly one gets the idea that gold could be an appropriate value to collateralize.
The US Americans tried to implement this through the so-called gold standard, which
ultimately failed. The question arises where the value of gold comes
from. Basically, gold is rather one of the more useless metals, its
value comes only from its limited occurrence and that people like its
appearance. The look of gold is relatively easy to replicate, as
evidenced by many counterfeits and artificial jewelry. Therefore, the
value of gold comes only from its limited occurrence.
With cryptocurrencies, the limitation can be achieved relatively easily through the
algorithm behind the respective cryptocurrency. Bitcoin, for example, is limited to about
21 million coins.
After the experiences of the last financial market crises, one sees that actually only the
economy generates real values. These are based on assets and the value creation from
them for which the factors labor and knowledge are necessary. Smith & Ricardo and
Marx also mention the land as a factor, we think that it belongs to the assets.
This is where the idea of DECENOMY comes in. We want to connect the real economy
with real assets with the virtual tools of the blockchain world.
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At its core, we follow the theories of Nobel Prize winner and
economist Milton Friedmann. His idea of monetarism, in
simplified terms, says that the amount of money must
correspond to the values of the associated economic area
(currently mostly countries).

Inflation is taxation without legislation
Milton Friedman (Enonomist and Nobel Prize R eciepent, 1912-2006)

The German Central Bank successfully applied this concept from 1975 until the
introduction of the euro. During this period, the Deutsche Mark (DM), the local currency
of Germany at that time, was one of the most stable currencies in the world [1]. The
central bank was responsible for the monetary stability alone, and the German
government did not influence it.
We want to implement this idea in DECENOMY, where the economic space is
DECENOMY itself with all its coins. Until now, the only value of DECENOMY has been
the network of its coins with the blockchains behind it for themselves. The value of this
network increases the more real transactions are executed in connection with the
projects managed by DECENOMY behind it.
Therefore, the value of the network increases indirectly with the values of the assets
registered with DECENOMY. At the same time, those assets backing the coins also
give value to the coins themselves. This leads to a leverage effect that stabilizes the
network and, thus, the value of the coins.
In the last 3 years, we have partaken in several projects and assets that were intended
to secure the DECENOMY coins and form a real economic network. In addition, we
have signed contracts that lead to further assets being brought into the DECENOMY
network. These have a combined value of well over 300 million euros. The value of the
network is added to this. This value will build up gradually and sustainably with the
complete integration of the assets and their economic use.
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DECENOMY is intended to become an economic area that is valid worldwide,
independent of national borders or other regional restrictions.
The value of an economic area is measured by the economic performance, which is
created from existing assets, existing workforce, and added value. Directly linked to this
is the value of the associated currencies. In the current regional economies, these are,
e.g., USD, EUR, CNY, and others. The plan is to bring assets into the DECENOMY
economic area (through tokenizing), where their owners legally guarantee that all
economic actions (buying, selling, trading, value creation, etc.) will be carried out within
DECENOMY.
The corresponding amount of coins is generated for the contributed value. This is
provided in the economic space, nothing changes in the
ownership for the time being. Only the value from
DECENOMY is rising, and so also the real value of the
coins.
The assets needed for this come from external partners
as well as investors and private investments of the
operators of YieldNodes.
This means that all assets securing the DECENOMY economic space must be
registered. All transfers of ownership and partial ownership, all profit payments, and
other transactions in this economic space must be carried out according to its rules.
The register that manages the assets of DECENOMY will be "YieldNodes Pro". All
assets are registered there and can be bought, sold, or traded in any other form.
"YieldNodes Pro" can thus "instant" provide the value of all assets and contributes to the
fact that the quantity and value of the coins can always be adjusted through appropriate
transparent mechanisms. I.e., the value of the coins is no longer formed by gambling
but by real underlying economic parameters. Inflation is thus sustainably reduced to a
minimum.
Technology-wise, we will not be changing, the coins will continue to be masternode
coins, and we will only optimize the code.
But in the future, there will be not only profits/rewards from masternoding and staking,
but also profits from real assets, which makes our coins valuable and makes the
masternoding and staking rewards stronger.
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The motivation of the investors is being convinced of the DECENOMY concept and
seeing their future in it. In addition, they receive some kind of interest for contributing
their assets and can get rewards for social and ecological behavior in addition to the
normal value creation.
This changes the governance effect, instead of social
and environmental behavior costing the company, it
generates revenue. This corresponds to the idea of a
sustainable economy since social and ecological
behavior is values and not costs.
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FUNCTIONALITY
The value of money results from the value of the economic area where it can be used.
In turn, the value of the economic space is defined by 3 factors:
-

Work
Assets
Knowledge

Land is also often mentioned as a factor (e.g. from Smith & Ricardo or from Marx). In
DECENOMY we add it to the assets, in times of virtual business models, the land is
always somehow connected to assets or is an asset itself.
These 3 factors create value. Labor and knowledge are leverage tools, which increase
the value of the assets in the context of value creation. Modern technologies have turned
parts of work (robots and AI) and knowledge (databases, big data) into assets
themselves.
The willingness to work and the provision of knowledge are in turn attracted by interesting
assets, so assets are also the basis for ensuring that these two factors are available in
sufficient quantities.
The consequence of this is that the basic factor for the
value of an economic area is the value of its assets. But
if the value of money depends on the value of the
economic area, then the value of money also depends
on the value of the assets within the economic area.
In DECENOMY, the economic space is defined by the assets.
And this has always been the DECENOMY plan, which we are now accelerating because
of the situation that has arisen:
We introduce assets into the DECENOMY economic space that trigger economic activity
and value creation there. As a result, the associated coins will increasingly be used for
real economic transactions, thus rising in value and stabilizing.
Since there is no real legal status yet for DAO, NFT and other smart contracts, which will
be the tools to incorporate the assets in the long run, we are resorting to existing legal
forms and constructs.
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This means, for example, that DECENOMY assets are held by public companies, and we
wrap their shares in NFT. Partners who bring in assets commit themselves to carry out
all economic activities in the DECENOMY economic area, corresponding contracts
secure this. Via YieldNodes Pro everyone can then participate in these assets via this
NFT. This will be a transitional solution until DOA, NFT and Smart Contracts can enter
into legally binding contracts themselves.
To create legal certainty for this, DECENOMY PLC in Malta was founded as a company
to make legally binding agreements for this.
DECENOMY is fundamentally different from all DeFi projects where the tokens
themselves want to represent some kind of economy and values.
In DECENOMY, the economy runs transparently on the basis of smart contracts
between the tokens, the asset and the associated services. DECENOMY, much like the
Internet itself, is simply a network platform. Everything revolves around real economies
with real assets.
In DeFi we talk almost exclusively about virtual
asssets, which repeat the mistakes of the current
financial system, where there are securitizations
(which correspond to tokenization), where no one
knows anymore what exactly is behind them. Such
tokens are not assets for our understanding, they are
just virtual tools/certificates that mostly represent real
assets. Unfortunately, DeFi NFT also outputs very nonsensical assets such as jpg
images as assets.

Therefore you can't compare DECENOMY NFT with DeFi NFT.
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BENEFITS FOR ASSET PROVIDERS,
INVESTORS AND MARKET PARTICIPANTS
In DECENOMY there is no interest on "stupid" money/coins, as this does not benefit the
economy. Only working capital that is actively used for economic purposes generates
rewards. Such rewards can be earned with masternodes and staking as well as with
investments via YieldNodes Pro in real assets and projects.
But since assets strengthen the network, there will be some kind of interest for them.
Furthermore, assets and related projects will receive compensation coins for social and
ecological behavior. This means that social and ecological behavior also pays off in
business terms.
Participation in tokenized assets can grant investors
benefits in the use of the projects associated with the
investments, in addition to financial returns. In addition, it
is envisaged that DECENOMY market participants will
receive an unconditional basic income in the medium
term.
Advantages for asset providers
- Interest on the value of the asset
- Rewards for ecological and social behavior
- Simplified crowd financing
- Marketing for products and services through active community
- Market power through community support
Benefits for investors
- Income distribution and interest from asset participation
- Rewards for ecological and social behavior of asset investments
- Transparency of the investments
Advantages for market participants
- No or only low inflation
- Unconditional basic income
- New income opportunities through own activities
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